IESO PLEDGE

Please direct all your queries and enquiries relating to this activity to:
Susanna Occhipinti at susocchip@gmail.com

**ES Pledge** is an activity that offers IESO participants an opportunity to express their ideas and plans on how they intend to utilise their earth science knowledge and experience, for example, in tackling global problems that are affecting humanity, and how earth science education can benefit society.

Each participant is welcome to present (individually) his/her ideas centred around one of the following questions:

1. Why should students worldwide study ES….
2. How did studying ES influence my knowledge and skills….
3. Why I think ESE can help society in addressing global problems and issues….

The IESO pledge can be in the form of a short written text or a video clip that can be posted on a social medium of his/her choice. The link to the pledge must be emailed to susocchip@gmail.com before August 15, 2023.

Links to all IESO Pledge entries (arranged according to questions) will be published on the IESO website by 17 August 2023 to enable everyone to go through them.

Entries will be judged as Excellent / Very Good / Good by an international jury. These will be respectively 10%, 20% and 30% of the total number of IESO Pledge entries.